Who broke the circle?
The unbroken part of the circle—what symbolically remains standing in the wake of 9/11—is just the original *Crescent of Embrace*, a giant Islamic-shaped crescent, pointing to Mecca:

If the breaking of the circle is the Park Service’s official explanation for the design of the Flight 93 Memorial, shouldn’t they be willing to tell us WHO is being depicted as as smashing our circle of peace on 9/11, leaving a giant Islamic crescent-and-star flag in its place?

Ask the park superintendent yourself at (814) 893-6322, or email keith_newlin@nps.gov. (If you get an answer, please relay to alec@rawls.org.)
Petition to stop the crescent/broken circle design at: www.ipetitions.com/petition/honorflight93
More info at www.CrescentOfBetrayal.com